
Christmas Banner
with le�ers cut on the Silhoue�e Cameo and s�tched with an embroidery machine

Materials used:
Embroidery/Applique/SVG files (AP-7 Christmas Banner):- available on my website:
h�p://www.quiltersniche.com/Embroidery/Applique-2.htm

1 3/4 yard of red fabric for background 
1 5/8 yard of backing fabric 
1 yard of white fabric for le�ers
Light weight stabilizer
Matching  thread
Removable marker (by air or water)
Hoop size: 210 x 400 mm (6” x 10” approx. - Bernina Maxi hoop)  for the largest le�ers. A smaller
hoop may be used for some of the le�ers
505 temporary adhesive spray or fabric glue s�ck 
Rotary cu�er
Cu�ng mat 
Quil�ng ruler
Sewing/embroidery machine
Silhoue�e Cameo or similar cu�er

Cu��ng 
Cut the red (background) and the backing fabric into 14 --10” x 14” rectangles each. Put the backing rectangles 
aside for now.

On the red fabric mark the horizontal and ver�cal center lines, either with a removable marker or by finger 
pressing the folds.

Preparing the white fabric and cu�ng the le�ers.
To prepare the white fabric before cu�ng, immerse the whole piece in a liberal amount of liquid starch. Hang 
to dry and when it is s�ll a bit damp iron the fabric. It should be quite s�ff and feel like paper. Then with a 
rotary cu�er cut into 14 rectangles measuring  8” x 9”.  (NOTE: You can save some fabric if you measure each 
le�er, but to save �me I cut all the pieces the same size with a rotary cu�er, but there was some waste).  
If the starched fabric feels like paper there is no need to apply adhesive web to the back. Just press a fabric 
rectangle to a s�cky Silhoue�e mat. (Make a test cut first). Open an SVG file in the silhoue�e Cameo so�ware 
and make sure the placement of the rectangle matches the placement of the file on the Silhoue�e screen. Cut 
the applique le�er. For fabric I usually use a cut se�ng of 3 and a speed of 2, but it is a good idea to make a 
test cut first to see if adjustments are necessary. Cut all 14 le�ers.

Hooping and embroidery
Hoop stabilizer. Apply some adhesive spray to the back of a red rectangle (or use a water solvable glue s�ck) 
and place a red rectangle on the stabilizer, right side up. Match the marked center lines of the fabric with the 
center marks of the hoop. Make sure the fabric is smooth and centered.
Each le�er is a separate file. Open the first one on your embroidery machine. Make sure that the registra�on 
marks line exactly up with the center lines of the background fabric and hoop. (See illustra�on on next page). 
Adjust posi�on, if required. This will  place all the le�ers on the same baseline with the descender (lower part) 
of the le�er “y” a bit lower.
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S�tch the placement line. 
Spray the back of the matching le�er with 505 adhesive spray or use
a glue s�ck.  Then place the precut shape precisely inside the s�tched 
line. Next s�tch the tack down and then the cover s�tch. You can use 
the same color thread for all 3 lines. I used white to match the color of
the applique le�er.  
Repeat this for all 14 le�ers.

Finishing up
If the stabilizer is larger than the fabric rectangle, trim it to match 
the rectangle. Then place a background rectangle on the rectangle 
that was cut from the backing fabric, right side together. Make a paper
template to cut the pointy bo�om of each rectangle sandwich and use 
that as a guide to cut the point. 

Match the registra�on marks
with the center lines of the
fabric and the hoop.

10”

Center

S�tch the sides and bo�om of each sandwich. Leave the 
top open. Trim the corners. Turn inside out and push in the
corners so they are nice and sharp. Press. Repeat for all
14 pieces. If necessary, trim the top of each one a bit to make
them all even and the same size

From your le�over fabric cut enough 1” wide strips to make a band that is about 180” long. 
S�tch the short ends together. Fold in half along the length and press. Next press in a 1/4”on both long 
sides and press those also.

Arrange all your li�le flags with the le�ers in the right order. Leave some space between the two words.
S�tch one of the sides of the band to the back of the flags as shown, using the 1/4” fold as a guide.

Fold the band up and then over the flags with the 1/4” seam folded to the inside. Before s�tching, trim 
both ends to the desired length and fold a bit of fabric on each end to the inside. Then top s�tch the whole 
length through all layers. 
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